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Sophomore robbed
on 11th floor

Single teen manages motherhood,
schoolwork in busy life

BY JOSEPH LORD

story by Hollan Holm ♦ photos by Price Chambers

Herald reporter
Nick North says he feared for
his life Wednesday night.
He knelt on the cold, gray
floor of his donn room. A man
wearing a black mask held a
small handgun to the back of his
head.
Two of North's friends who had come to visit just minutes before the gunman forced
his way into North's room in
Pearce-Ford
This is the Tower - were
told to face the
wall.
"At
that
report of a point,
I thought
he was going to
shoot me," said
campus North,
a sophodonn this more from Zionsville, Ind.
Campus police are investigating the reported armed robbery. Capt. Eugene Hoofer said
police do not have any suspects
at this time.
North said he was sitting in
his 11th-floor donn room about
6:15 p.m. Wednesday when he
and his friends heard a knock at
the door.
North said he approached to
answer, but looked through the
door's peephole first.
He said he saw someone
walking away and, at that point,
unlocked the door.
North said a man rushed in,
pushed him onto his roommate's
bed and pointed a gun at North's
chest.
He said the robber, a tall,
skinny white man, ordered him
to hand over all of his money.
"I was like, 'Man, I ain't got
nothin', I ain't got nothin' ,"'
North said.
North shook as he moved
over to his desk. He said he
pulled out $150 cash he had been
saving to buy a motorcycle and
handed it to the robber.
Unsatisfied, the man ordered
North to search for more money.
North said he looked through his
dresser, but eventually convinced the man that he'd given
up all the cash he had.
North said he was then
ordered to kneel. As he knelt,
North said, the man tried to draw
the window shades.
They wouldn't come down.
''He thought I was going to be
here by myself. He was getting
very antsy at the end," North
said. "He was getting very frustrated."
Finally, the man ordered
North and his friends to sit on
their hands. After they complied,
he ran out.
North then ran to the door and
locked it.
"It was the first time I ever
had a gun held to my head, especially for 10 minutes," he said.
"That 10 minutes felt like it lasted forever."
After the robbery, North said,
he went to the PFT lobby, told
desk clerks about the incident
and waited for campus police to
arrive.
This is the third report of a
gun in a campus dorm this
semester.
Hoofer said campus police
are also investigating the other
incidents that occurred in Poland
Hall and Barnes-Campbell Hall,
and campus police have done
regular walk-throughs in select
dorms since the end of
September.
Since Wednesday's robbery,
North said he will likely move
off campus next semester.
"I know I'd feel safer in a
house than in a donn room,"
North said.

third

gun in a

semester.

Reach Joseph Lord at
news@wkuherald.com.

Smiths Grove freshman Ca'Llnda Stuart, a 19-year-old single mother, takes her 11-month-old child, Saliya, from Libby Cox, Stuart's younger sister.
Cox also recently became a mother, and was watching Stuart's daughter while she was visiting from Illinois. "Ca'Linda and I were pregnant together, "
Cox said. "We ate lots of nachos together." Top: Stuart struggles in her Western Civilization class taught by Wendy Shuffett, who is helping her after
class. "Western is a little bit tougher than I thought it would be," Stuart said.

'1 love her to death, but she's hell on wheels.
a'Linda Stuart sits
her 11-month-old
daughter, Saliya, in
the saddle of a rocking horse on the other side of
her living room.
While the Smiths Grove
freshman folds clothes warm
from the dryer, her daughter
chews on the end of a jump
rope.
Caring for a child makes it
hard for Stuart to keep up in
her classes.
"I'm having a hard time in
biology," she said. "I'm not
interested, so it's hard to learn.
I have to memorize every-

C

thing."
After spending a while
bouncing on the horse and
chewing, Saliya raises her
hands and squeals.
"That means she wants to
leave," Stuart said. "I love her
to death, but she's hell on
wheels."
On the other hand, her
daughter can be· the greatest
thing in her life.
"Sometimes, she's the only
friend I've got," Stuart said.

Student life
On paper, Stuart is like
some other 19-year-old col-

lege students - she
Lessons
fills in 'undeclared'
already
for her college major.
learned
"Repetition is what
teaches me," said Check the Web at
She pulls her
Stuart, a valedictorian www.wk11herald.com daughter off the
at her high school in
for a multimedia rocking horse and
Warren, Ill. "When presentation about sets her down on the
you're in high school,
Ca'linda Stuart. maroon carpet of the
tests are based on
home she shares
memory. In college,
with her boyfriend,
things are different, teachers 41-year-old Joe Cash.
tell you what something
"I don't look at age as a
means."
barrier for anything," Stuart
Because she has a child to said about Cash.
care for, Stuart can't make the
Stuart's relationships with
20-rninute drive into town for older men began with a marevening tutoring help.
riage to a 48-year-old. But she

,,

left her husband after becoming pregnant from another
man. She chose instead to Jive
with the baby's father.
"I got with the father more
out of love for the child,"
Stuart said.
But living with the father
only brought her poverty and
hunger.
Stuart started visiting Cash
while she was pregnant and in
need of something to eat.
Eventually, she broke up with
Saliya's father and moved in
with Cash.
SEE BALANCE PAGE 7

Event not the 'real deal'
BY JAY LIVELY

Herald Reporter
While hundreds of Western students
slept outside Wednesday night during an
annual fund raiser for homelessness,
Marvin Potocki was grateful he had a
warm place inside.
But on Friday, the New York native
found himself on the streets once again
when the friend he was living with was
evicted from Carriage Hill apartments.
Potocki's faded baseball cap and full
gray beard protected him from the chilly
night air last Friday as he sat outside
Baker Boys on College Street. A tan coat
and long pants hid his gaunt 6-foot-l
frame.
He tore the filter off a Menthol USA

Gold cigarette and wondered where he
would be sleeping that night.
Around midnight Potocki found an
abandoned camper off College Street. He
decided to crash there.
"It was cold and sort of short," he said.

One night in a box
About 350 students gathered at DUC
North Lawn during Shantytown, an event
that heightens awareness for homelessness and raises money for Habitat For
Humanity. They laughed, lingered and
listened to the Muckrakers, a band made
up of former Western students.
As the cold, night air teased winterSE E SHANTYTOWN PAGE 9

photo by Ryan Long
Jason Harville stokes a trash can fire, the only source of heat on DUC
North Lawn during Shantytown Wednesday night. Students spent the night
out in the cold raising about $700 for Habitat for Humanity.
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HI break a horse like a 'whis"A lot of people call the way . call it love and tender
perer,' but I don't call it that, I 1ust
.
care. "
.
ast a house turned mto
1
A few miles outside of Cavee~ i~skey Hollow, Mitche!l
a barn, in what used to be caJI
11 lives on Lee Malden s
Bunnell is talking.to a horse.,Bunne His style differs from
farm where he trams Malden s horses.
that of many trainers.
.th horses . . . and mean to
"A lot of people a~e rough : 1
them, beat them. I don t do that.
•ng a sleeveless shirt,
With a gruff country accent, _wean arance doesn't match
Bunnell is stout and rugged. But hit appe as if it were a baby,
his character. He ?ften talk_s to a or_se and kissing it on the
more like it was his own child, caressmg

nose. .
line of horsemen. He was
Bunnell comes from a long
b
caring for horses
taught as a child by his fathe~ and has h:%1 Bunnell says the
since. Even though he sometimes gets
'k
'bs an arm
. .
• ally He has bro en n ,
,
horses do not do 1t mtenuon ·
knots and
leg, hand, had four concussions, and "too many
bruises to count."
Bunnell loves the craft.
.
d make it
"Anytime you take something from the wild an
.
calm, make it beautiful .. . to make it where you can enJOY
them, it's worth it."
James Branaman is a senior photojournalism major from
Berea. He can be reached atjamesbranaman@yahoo.com.

Safety

► Crime Reports
Arrests
♦ Josh

Ian Armstrong,
Pearce-Ford Tower, was
charged Friday with possession of marijuana and possession of drug paraphernalia.
He was released the same day
from Warren County Regional
Jail on a court order.
♦ Daniel Patrick Evans,
Brentwood,
Tenn.,
was
charged Friday with possession of marijuana and possession of drug paraphernalia.
He was released the same day
from Warren County Regional

♦Charles Reginald Commodore, Lost Circle, was
charged Thursday with disregarding a traffic control
device and operating on a suspended license. He was
released the same day from
Warren County Regional Jail
on a $300 cash bond.

Jail on a court order.
♦Nathan
Beck Algie,
Florence, was charged Friday
with possession of marijuana
and possession of drug paraphernalia. He was released
the same day from Warren
County Regional Jail on a
court order.
♦Jeffrey Charles Gossage,
Nashville, was charged Friday
with possession of marijuana
and possession of drug paraphernalia. He was released
the same day from Warren
County Regional Jail on a
court order.

Reports
♦ Brad J. Pittman, athfet(cs
facilities director, reported
Thursday $40 in food stolen
from a Smith Stadium concession stand. There was also
$600 in damage to a door.
♦ Annie Angueira, project
manager, reported Thursday
$571 in damage to an elevator
in the parking structure.

♦ Kristy L. Thompson,
Gilbert Hall, reported Friday
$100 stolen from her dorm
room.
♦ Matthew W. Bitner, PFT,
reported Thursday property
worth $280 stolen from his
1996 Toyota Camry parked in
Service Supply lot. Damage
totaled $250.
♦ Arthur N.. Coates, Southwest Hall, 'reported· Thursday
a parking permit stolen from
his 1985 Mazda RX-7 parked
on the fourth floor of the
parking structure.
♦Tim M. Berry, Cave Mill
Road, reported Thursday
$100 in cash stolen from his
wallet left in the Smith
Stadium football locker room.
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Campus prepares
for wartime threats
BY DAVE SHINALL

Herald reporter
As the threat of war with Iraq
looms amid the United States' 13month-long war on terrorism,
Western is preparing for potential
nuclear and biological threats.
Campus Police Chief Robert
Deane will send officers to a former nuclear test site in Nevada
where they will learn how to deal
with nuclear incidents. The
Weapons of Mass Destruction
Responder Operations course,
which Deane attended last month,
is funded by the U.S. Justice
Department.
"I want to go on the pretense
that we need to know, but hopefully it will never happen, and
we'll never have to really deal
with it," Deane said.
But Western's 23 uniformed
officers need to be prepared to
respond to any emergency, no
matter how remote its likelihood,
he said.
"Police are normally the first
people at an incident, regardless
of what type it is," Dean said. "If
they don't know the potential
problems, the potential hazards of
that incident, then they don't
know how to act and they don't
know how to instruct others in
what to do."
Like campus police, WKU
Health Services is planning and
outlining ways to combat a
nuclear or terrorist attack.
Western, like other state universities and community colleges
across Kentucky, could be turned
into treatment and quarantine
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sites in the case of a smallpox
attack, said Patti Banahan, a registered nurse with WKU Health
Services.
"There have been no known
cases in the world since 1977, and
active immunization stopped in
1980," Banahan said. 'The only
way that we would have smallpox
now would be by deliberate reintroduction."
A smallpox vaccine is not yet
available, and local plans for
mass inoculations and countering
a smallpox outbreak are still
being worked out.
Banahan said she never
thought much about bioterrorism
until last semester's anthrax
scares. She thought even more
about it after attending a seminar
on how college health professionals would identify, isolate and
treat bioterror victims.
'They have a plan already in
place," Banahan said. 'They
would probably use dormitories
for the people who were sick,
because at some point, if this
became an outbreak, we would
need more beds than the hospitals
have here in town."
Isolating casualties away from
a hospital would prevent exposing patients already there.
West~rn could become a major
cleannghouse for vaccinations,
quarantine
and
treatment,
Banahan said.
"We want to know that if it
does happen that we're prepared,
'.1Ild that we can do it, and will do
it, whatever it takes," she said.
Combating an outbreak would
~e a community effort, includmg Westem's health staff.
"This is not something the
health department can just do by
ourselves," said Chris Barnett,
health promotions coordinator for
Barren River District Health
Department.
Because smallpox was eradicated more than 20 years ago,
health care workers might have
trou~le recognizing it, Western
Medical Director Dr. Allen
Redden said.
'.'T~at is a major concern,
which is exactly why the govemll.lent, a lot of the medical agencies, are doing such a good job of
educating doctors and other
health care professionals about
:o~nizing it," Redden said. "It
bohighly contagious and kills
a ~ t 20 to 50 percent of !hose
aftlICted."
ti Early symptoms include high

ever, fatigue and body aches.
Later' victuns
· ·
break out in pusfilled sores.
v P~ople who have not been
1
t ; : ~atect a~ainst smallpox need
aft unmunizect within four days
er exposure, Redden said.
Reach Dave SJuna
. ll at
news@wkuheraldcom.
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Transportation

Night shuttle effective, but still needs improvements
BY BETH SEWELL

Herald reporter
Chris Hopkins drove 30 children to
school every day, their grade-school
voices singing 'The wheels on the bus go
'round and 'round ..."
For six years.
These days, he drives to a different
tune.
The Big Red Shuttle driver now handles the first ever late-night bus run, inaugurated this semester by the Student
Government Association.
Hopkins' shift used to end at 10:30
p.m., after he picked up students at WalMart and took them home. That was
before SGA expanded the Shopping
Shuttle to include a late-night run with
additional stops, including the downtown
square, College Street and the Gables.
Now Hopkins begins a four-hour loop
at 10, searching for students who need a
ride home after a night out in Bowling
Green.
Hopkins doesn't mind the extra work,
but he said there are still some kinks to be
worked out in the shuttle system before
more students will use the bus.
There were only about 10 students on
the shuttle last Saturday. Hopkins said the
rain cut down on the number of riders.
"I just wish they'd change the route a
little bit, take out some of the stops that
aren't needed and add some that I think

are," Hopkins said. "If it was up to me,
I'd add a Good Tymes (2) stop, and a few
more apartment complex stops."
Paducah senior Beth Wise said the
current route accommodates her, but in
order to fully replace Provide-a-Ride, the
bus needs to add more stops.
"I live right by the Gables, so the bus
is a great way for me to get home, but for
my friends who don't live around the bus
stops, it's not so great for them," Wise
said. "Jf they added more stops, maybe
more people would ride."
Shuttle bus supervisor Mary Hudson
said the current stops are based on a student survey from last semester that asked
where the shuttle would be best utilized.
SGA is evaluating the new system and
gauging its success. Brandon Copeland,
SGA vice president of Administration,
said SGA's student affairs committee is
planning a course of action for changes.
"It needs some improvements to
become a majorly effective system,"
Copeland said. "We're looking at
increasing the times on Thursday nights,
as opposed to Saturday nights."
Gene Tice, vice president of Student
Affairs and Campus Services, said
changes will have to be made to increase
the number of riders.
A decision on action, if any, will lie
with SGA, he said.
"I think we'll put it to the students and
ask them what we should do," Tice said.

"I'll look to SGA for answers."
Hudson occasionally makes the run to
count how many students are riding and
see which stops are necessary. She said
it's a waste of time and money if students
aren't using the shuttle, and it's an added
stress on the buses.
'This wasn't the purpose of these
buses when they were purchased. It puts
too many miles on them and runs them
too much," Hudson said. " ... We could
get by with at least two more, and it
would make things run a lot smoother."
Western has ordered a new bus, but
Hudson and Hopkins think the late-night
run could be called into question if there's
no increase in the number of riders.
Hopkins said he sees about 250 students per night on the shuttle. But the
majority of those riders are from the
Rodrick Reidsma/Herald
Shopping Shuttle, which runs from 6:05 Madlsonvllle freshman Brittany Harris, right, rides the night shuttle with
to 10:30 p.m. on Fridays and Saturdays her friend, Amy Oalkey, last Saturday. "We're just trying to find someand from 6 to 9:45 p.m. on Thursdays.
thing to do," Harris said.
"I think they need to do another survey to keep this going," Hopkins said. a bar.
cent," Hopkins said. "It's not pretty,
"I'd hate to see it canceled for the people
"If I didn't have a car, it would be a but I'd still rather deal with college
I do take home, 'cause I know they got good way to go to Wal-Mart," Erickson students than grade school students.
home alive."
said. "I' 11 probably ride it again, now that Although I did have a group on here
Hopkinsville sophomore David I know where-all it goes."
the other night singing, 'The Wheels
Erickson rode the late-night run for the
Thank-yous from students are what on the Bus,' so that brought back memfirst time Saturday night and said he keep Hopkins content with his job.
ories."
"Ninety-nine percent of the people I
thinks having the bus run is a good idea.
He said he boarded the bus at PFf and transport are just as nice as can be and Reach Beth Sewell at
rode it to the top of the Hill on his way to polite, but there's always that 1 per- news@wkuheral.d.com

Community

Long-awaited transplant a success for Presley Nash
BY MAI HOANG

Herald reporter
Four-year-old Presley Nash received
a bone marrow transplant Friday that
gave her a new lease on life. And she
never got nervous.
But she was excited.
Presley's father, Brian Nash, said his
daughter was thrilled that the hospital
allowed more than two people to be with
her during the procedure.
Nash said the hospital usually only
allows two people in Presley's room at a
time, but during the transplant, Presley's
parents, Brian and Staci Nash, her brother Will and two other family members
provided moral support and took turns
holding Presley's hand.
"With everybody being in, her spirits

n~,- . '

.

were up," Brian Nash said.
But while Presley kept a good attitude, her parents experienced a gamut of
emotions that ran from excitement to
nervousness to happiness when told the
operation was a success.
The process, including a pre-medicine procedure, the transplant and a posttransplant flushing took less than an
hour.
Back in Bowling Green, Allen
Houchin, Presley's grandfather, was
waiting for news from the family. He
breathed a sign of relief when he read the
e-mail that announced the operation was
a success and that Presley was doing
fine.
He was even more relieved when he
talked to his daughter and son-in-law on
the phone that night and learned Presley

was up and playing in her hospital room.
"Obviously (I was) very happy,"
Houchin said. "It's a sign that she's feeling better. The chemotherapy made her
quite sick. I'm glad she was getting over
the chemotherapy sickness and could get
up and do things and have a little bit of
enjoyment."
Although the operation was a success, Brian Nash said the next few weeks
will be critical for Presley. Prior to the
transplant . she received chemotherapy
that destroyed her immune system,
thereby allowing her body to accept the
new bone marrow.
Now that the new bone marrow is in
her body, her immune system will be
reforming during the next seven to 10
days. She may suffer several problems
during that time, including mouth sores

that would prevent her from eating or
drinking, Nash said.
But her family is optimistic about
Presley's eventual full recovery.
"We don't expect anything but that,"
Nash said. 'That doesn't mean we'll suffer setbacks."
Presley will remain at Fairview
University Medical Center in Mmneapolis, for at least a month. Once She is
discharged, she will remain in Minne- ::.
apolis at the Ronald McDonald House
for another six months while she
receives treatment at an outpatient clinic.
Houchin said he plans on visiting
Presley during that time.
"I' m just looking forward to everything progressing day after day," he said.
The Nash family has not dropped its
lawsuit against Western.

Western attorney John Grise said he
sent detailed documentation of what the
university would cover for the transplant
to Nash attorney Janice Weiss.
Money from Westem's faculty and
staff health insurance reserve fund is
being used to cover the transplant and
any legal fees from the lawsuit, minus a
$1,400 deductible and co-payment from
the family.
Right now, Grise said, the university
is awaiting a response from Weiss.
"We've given them written confirmation of the coverage," he said. "And I
think that's an important thing."
Weiss could not be reached for comment.

Reach Mai Hoang at
news@wkuherald.com.
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RESTAURANT
Featuring

The Plum Tree
Bar and Grille
Happy Hour 4 - 7 p.m.
Monday thru Saturday
10 Import and Domestic Drafts
2 for 1 Cuervo Margaritas
and Premium Wells
Martini Bar - All Special Pricing
.
Enjoy The Green Room and The
Main Room for a
Fine Dining Experience.

Reservations are available by
calling 746-6441.

Every woman is unique. And, every stage of a woman's life is
different.
The physicians and staff of Women's Health Specialists are
dedicated to caring for the unique healthcare needs of women
throughout their lives, including the active and sometimes
challenging college years.
Women's Health Specialists will work with each young woman
individually to provide her with the health services and information
necessary to tackle all the new experiences associated with college
life. They offer a full spectrum of care from routine exams, such as
annual pap smears and prevention screenings, to discussions on
various birth control options. Obstetrical care for expectant mothers
and surgical procedures for gynecological problems are also
provided if needed .
Women's Health Specialists participates with most major insurance
companies.

Jeffery W. Nemec, MD • Philip N. Priebe, MD
Deborah A. Kasica, MD • Devin G. Trevor, MD
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Located next to The 'Medical Center

"Elegance you can Afford"

Medical Arts Building • 350 Park Street, Suite 103
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.OPINION

"Congress shall make no law ...
abridging the freedom of speech,
or of the press ... "
- First Amendment, U.S. Constitution
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This can't be a vote made and then tossed to the side.

Editorial

No·more options,.vote for enrollment cap today
W

estern has reached a fork in the road.
Ransdell and the administration
have to pick which path to take and
do it now. We don't have a choice

anymore.
Since 1997, Western has grown by more than
5,000 students. It has done so with no new academic buildings and no new dorms. Some faculty and
staff feel overwhelmed.
If we follow our current path, we risk losing the
quality of our education. Or we can slow our
growth, cap our enrollment and increase our standards.
We prefer the latter.
We comtnend the Student Government
Association for taking initiative on this issue. It will
vote on legislation tonight that, if passed, will recommend the university cap enrollment. It's legislation SGA shouldn't take lightly or forget about \IS

d then tossed to the side.
they as the members leave their
something that can help us in the be a vote made an d tion is to try lobbying the
Our recommen a .ts su port. There are some
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Commentary

Arena football.· the end
ofparking problems
The biggest complaint on the Hill is
parking. It was when I was a freshman
four years ago, and it probably will be
when I graduate four years from now.
But the uniyersity is facing other problems too, like lagging attendance at football games.
Sure, students and alumni come out in
droves for the first couple of games, but
they cower inside as soon as the weather
a bit chilly.
"
Worse yet, when those alumni come to
campus, they take the parking spots we
p~y $65 to flop our cars in. It's absolutely
absurd.
But there's a solution for both problems
- a way to kill two birds with one stone.
I planned on waiting for an official
press conference to release my plan, but I
can't contain myself any longer.
Here's the solution for both problems.
Arena football.
Western and Bowling Green are spending_ tons· of funds to renovate Diddl~

turns

·Arena.·

across Athletics Director Wood Selig yesterday, but his response was, at best, tepid.
"Absolutely no chance," he said.
Famous last words of a non-believer.
So I know what you• re going to say no other colleges play arena football. I didn't say there weren't kinks.
But the NCAA has an entire league of
feotball teams who could gain from convetting their gridiron for indoor use.
'All of Division I-AA.
What these schools need is exposure.
Sure, there's tradition at stake, but do
teams like Western, Eastern and Northeast
Southwest Delaware State want to be on ·
ESPN2 or not?
While they'll never cor,npt;te with,
Florida,,. Nebraska' and Notre Dame for
network airtime, this is still a way for those
small guys to set themselves apart from
the big schools.
They won't be little brother anymore,
but a whole new sport.
And exposure will corm;.
1
Your dad might not know who won the
Division I-AA championship last
year, but he's sure to remember
who won the college arena football championship - even if it's
because Stuart Scott ridiculed the
winner on SportsCenter.
That could be Jack Harbaugh
holding the championship trophy
high over his head in Diddle
Arena.
That could be us waiting to
tear
down those championship
Lord
goal posts without getting frost
bite.
With the football team as the newest
Diddle Arena resident, Smith Stadium
could be turned into a new parking structure.
We could use money generated by the
arena football team - because it's sure to
become a cash cow - to build our new
tribute to simplified parking.
The switch to arena football will be
worth it, even if Scott laughs at us.
It's better to be ridiculed than ignored.

. But aside from the basketball teams and the Kentucky
. High School Girl's Sweet
·Sixteen, what other tenants will
call the newly-luxury boxed
building home?
The Arena Football League
has been a trendsetter in sports
for years. They've even
spawned a feeder league, the
AFL2, which has a franchise in
Louisville.
Joseph
No longer will Hilltopper
football fans _avoid games due
to below-70 degree weather. Besides,
attendance of 5,000 will be outstanding in
the much smaller Diddle Arena.
Arena football games will be more
exciting than the standard American football contests. Western's 31-7 victory
Saturday over Southwest Missouri State
might be considered high scoring to some
of the team's faithful, but the arena football Hilltoppers could expect to score at
least 50 points per game.
Fans love high-scoring affairs, and this
Joseph Lord is a junior 'print joumalism
is just a way to ensure that happens.
I even ran my groundbreaking idea major from Louisville.

Hel.'e's now to reach us.
• .E;-mail us af
herald@wkuherald.com.
G;all us at 745-629 l.
Visjt our office at 122 Garrett
Conference Center.
The Herald reserves the right to edit
all letters for style, grammar, length and
♦
♦

clarity. Libelous letters wlII not be pdnted. Letters may not run in every edition
.....,._...,,____ (lue to space <:Qnstraints.

Parking always an issue
I know Western has enough parking
complaints as it is, but I just wanted to
add my name to that list. This is my second year at Western, and although I've
always grumbled to myself about parking I've never had the motivation to
actually sit down and compose a letter
about it. I have a Zone B parking pass,
and just like every other student that has
bought a pass, I was given a pamphlet
indicating where I can and can't park. I
put this to memory.
Last Tuesday night, my roommate
and I were up late cramming for exams.
Just to blow off steam, we went into
town at 4 a.m. Coming back, we looked
and looked and looked for a spot. We
checked all seven levels of the parking
structure and all the other lots available
to our permit. There wasn't one ... spot,

NOT ONE! Not even in Egypt! It was
about 4:30 a.m. by then and I had an
exam in the morning. So just to ...
raise nine kinds of hell I went to the
police department only to find it was
closed.
...I'd like to see (President) Gary
Ransdell trade me parking permits for a
week.
That night, my roommate and I
parked at the bottom of College Street
and walked up and over the Hill to our
dorm. I don't see why, if we bought a
$65 dollar permit like everyone else, we
should have to park off campus! It's
more than just ridiculous. It's absurd.
All I can say is that Western needs to
literally, stop digging random holes ~
the ground and add more levels to the
parking structure or find some other
way to add parking lots to this campus.
Robert Smith

South Carrollton sophomore

Commentary should be
commended
We wish to commend Nathan
Metc~f ?.n his commentary of Oct. 17
(Public seems frighteningly silent"
ab~~~ post- Sept. 11 war.).
vve ar ·
. e impressed by his undertanding of the issues and his articu.ate, compelling presentation of the
issues _surrounding our efforts to
engage m war.
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. .
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ry-~1 Jr$ lr'aditiQn."

t ,

C1"riss& Pud<ett . ,
Mvnforc:Ml/e senior

"I <;lon't kMw, I see both
side$ ()f the situation."

"Probably not. Ifs not a
good influence."

Caleb Williams
Daf/as sophomore
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Virginia Garrett to get new crosswalks
BY JOSEPH LORD

Herald reporter
The stroll up and down the
Hill every day may require one
Jess heads-up for students, faculty and staff.
Western officials plan to
replace the Virginia Garrett
Avenue c rosswalk that was
erased last year during the renovation of the directional halls.
Facilities
Management
director Doug Ault said two
crosswalks will be painted during a dry weekend soon, when
there aren' t any campus events.
The two new crosswalks will
parallel each other. One wi lt
stretch across the street fro m
the Bate Shop and the other will
connect the sidewalk closest to
Southwest and the main walkway from Pearce-ford Tower
up the Hill, Ault said.

A stop sign will be placed at
the exit of the Grise Hall Jot,
Ault said, and vehicles will no
longer be allowed to drive from
there to the Central lot.
SGA President Jamie Sears
brought the issue up at a
Parking and Transportation
Committee meeting Friday.
" It's really dangerous for
students and anybody, really,"
she said.
Ault said replacing the
crosswalks will cost about
$ 1,500. Gene Tice, vice president of Student Affairs and
Campus Services, said the university is working on a plan to
completely close Virginia
Garrett.
New entrances for the Grise
and Central lots, connecting
them to Normal Drive, would
be built, Ault said. Virginia

Garrett
near
Downing
University Center would only
be used for service and emergency vehicles.
Ault said a new Grise lot
entrance would loop between
Northeast and Grise. The new
Central lot entrance would run
between
Southwest
and
Central.
Tice said only rough, preliminary plans now exist for such a
project, but the crosswalks will
make the hike up the Hill safer
until work can be completed.
Tice said closing Virginia
Garrett is part of a Master Plan
committee goal that would
allow students to walk from
PFT to the top of the Hill without crossing a street.

Reach Joseph Lord
news@wkuherald.com.
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Three remaining Diddle suites leased·
Last lease signed
in August
BY BETH SEWELL

Herald reporter
The last three luxury suites
in Diddle Arena have been
leased, ending a one-year selling spree of the 16 originally
available spots.
Athletics director Wood
Selig said 11 of the 16 suites
were leased by local corporations when they were first
offered to the public in
February 2001.
It took longer to s~ the
remaining suites, and the last
was leased in August, Selig
said.
''The way we look at it, we
sold out four or five months
before season," Selig said.
"Maybe we should have built
20."
In February 2001, Selig and

President Gary Ransdell said
they hoped to have all 16 suites
leased by the end of that month.
The last three suites were
leased by Atmos Energy
Corporation
formerly
Western Kentucky Gas - a
group of State Farm Insurance
agents and South Central Bank.
Each of the 16 suites was
leased for five years, with a
price tag of $27,500 per year.
Selig said the suites, measuring 400 square feet and featuring leather seats, carpet, two
televisions and private bathrooms, surpass many featured
in professional basketball arenas.
"Even though our suites are
clear at the top of the arena,
they' re still only about 17 rows
from the court," Selig said.
"The NBA's closest is 24 or
25."
Selig said selling the suites
wasn't a difficult task because
of the incentives. Each suite

has advertising space provided
above it so owners can display
their name or company. Since
13 of the 16 suites went to corporations, highly visible advertising space was a major selliqg
point.
.
,
Each suite ·leasff ~o
with 16 tickets and four visitor
passes to every game, eight
parking passes and the option
to occupy the suite at any other
function held at Diddle, such as
concerts.
Athletics manager Craig
Biggs said luxury suites a.\'C a
standard for new arenas, and
Western won't be an exception.
"It's a good source of revenue and a good way to take
card of your larger donors,U1
Biggs said. "I hope everyone
has a positive reaction to everything we've b'een ctoing as far
as the entire project at Diddle."

/.!nf

I

"
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Reach Bt;th Sewelt , Rf
news@wkuherald.com.
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University Senate

Dietle to be replaced by vice-chair
BY MOLLY O'CONNOR

Herald reporter
The University Senate had a
changing of the guard Thursday
as President Robert Dietle
resigned from his post to begin
a stint as faculty regent.
Dietle, who was elected faculty regent Oct. 11, will be
replaced by Senate vice-chair
Doug Smith.
Senate members thanked
Dietle for his service as president Thursday and, after his
resignation was made official,
the history professor was honored with a round of applause.
Dietle will be sworn in at the
Board of Regents meeting Oct.
25. He said he looks forward to
working with the Senate.
In his new role as regent,
Dietle said he would like to persuade the university to improve

employee salaries and protect
its academic budget. Dietle also
said he is very concerned with
the university health insurance
situation.
"I don't think it's going to be
easy," he said.
Smith will face similar
issues as he takes over for
Dietle as Senate president. It is
a responsibility he doesn't take
lightly.
"It's an important job," he
said.
Smith said when,,,the situation presented itself., he ,was
concerned about the effects the
new job would have on his ,students and his research. But he
decided to take over as president hoping to find a balance
with his new schedule.
''There are times you look
out for your own interest, and
there are times you look out for

the community," he said.
This time, Smith chose the
latter. He said if everyone
looked out for their own interests, faculty government would
not succeed.
Public health professor J9hn
White was elected to take <;>V~f
as Senate vice chairman
Thursday, filling the position
left open by Smith.
White said one thing ~~i
would like to accomplish as
vice chairman is to make the
list of Senate members available online.
With his final meeting as ,
president completed, Dietle
said he was pleased the new
appointments had been made. ,
"I'm glad to have this phase
wrapped up," he said.

Reach Moll;y O'Connor at
news@wkuher({lld,pom.
H
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Students want short lines, more variety
BY CASSIE RILEY

Herald reporter
Few students took the
opportunity to voice their opinions at a dining services forum
in the Downing University
Center Theater Thursday night.
Less than 40 students
attended
the
Student
Government Association-sponsored forum to address their
concerns to Dining Services
director Barry Wells and
Building Services Attendant
Darrell Green.
SGA heavily advertised the
event, and some members were
disappointed by attendance.
"We really expected a larger
turnout," said Anna Coats,
SGA vice president of Public
Relations.

But Coats said the number
of students at the forum isn't
all that mattered. She said the
suggestions from those who
attended are what counts.
"I'd rather have 40 students
with complaints and suggestions than 500 with just complaints," Coats said.
Wells spoke at Thursday's
forum about upcoming dining
services improvements, including new furniture and cash registers
in
the
Downing
University Center food court.
Patti Johnson, head of
SGA's Public Relations committee, said that while
improved surroundings would
be welcome, food service
needs to be improved as well.
"It would be nice to see the

same level put on both," she
said.
Two of the most common
complaints were long lines ;wd
a lack of variety in menus,,
Weekend service was another
major issue presented to Wells1
and the other representatives. ,
"Our weekend populationii~
getting larger," Wells said. He
did say it was possible to havel
a fourth meal zone for latenight snackers, but zonC'SI
would only run during the
week.
Other suggestions were that.
Western rotate what restaurants
it has open, and have more of
them open more often.
' ,1
If) , 1

Reach Cassie Riley at
news@wkuhetald.com.
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Smiths Grove fr
.
photos by Price Chambers/Herald
~shman Ca'Unda Stuart feeds her child, Saliya, while talking on the phone. "I have many struggles trying to balance my school schedule and my home schedule because I have to

worry about paying for day care as well as money to get to and from classes, money to get the supplies I need to do certain projects and to have ... day-to-day expenses paid for," Stuart said.

a delicate

Living with Cash brought stability back
into her life.
Stuart said she wants to keep Saliya from
experiencing the child abuse and molestation
she experienced when she was growing up in
Illinois.
"I love my little girl too much to put her in
a messed up situation," Stuart said.
Stuart said she and her sisters were
removed from their biological parents and
placed in a foster home.
She was eventually separated from her sisters and sent to a group home when she had
trouble coping with the abuse she received
earlier in her life.
She threw tantrums, while her sisters coped
with the abuse, Stuart said.
"I just want people to see that I'm a normal
person ..."

Aday in the life
While talking and folding clothes, Stuart
will look over at her daughter across the room
and click her tongue. Saliya clicks back.
Between cla~ses and housework, Stuart ha~
a full-time job - motherho~On a typical day, Stuart said she gets up at
5 am., washes clothes and dishes andyacks a
lun~h to take to campus. At the same ume, s~e
oets her child ready to take her to the babysitfer who lives around the con:ier.
With about 15 or 20 mmutes left before
uart zooms out the door and
tarts St
casss,
1
d
31 W parks and goes to c1ass.
owWhn - h, ets out of class, the rest of her
en s e g
b'll d buy
. She'll typically pay I s an
day begms.
. G
By around 4 or 5
groceries in B~whng ~eendaughter from the
m Stuart picks up er
P· ., .
db ·ngs her home.
babysitter an n
nds about an hour just
At home, Stuart spe that, she takes out the
with her daughter. Aft~aughter's bottles and
garbage, cleans h~r animals _ cats, dogs
10
feeds her and Cash sd f the day she squeezes
'
• m
·
and horses. At the. en
. o d studying
and 1s
in time for telev1s1on an
bed by 10:30_P.ffi- ,1-;ts he doesn' t help her
Her boyfnend aww
much around the ~~u:~; self-employed Cash
"l'm the prov1 eh, ·nstalls mobile homes.
said. During the. day,a limoustne.
_e 1 ·
dri
At night, he . ve~,, Cash said. "She's rais"She's doing g ' . 't got no help, other
ing her daughter. She run
than me.''
. . hi.s role in caring for Saliya
Cash also Iumts_
- he doesn't do d1fapershe's petty-trained," he
"I'll take over a ter s
said.
e to college so her
. She decided to cdomf her
O
daughter w1·11 be prou
. older"· Stuart sru'd. "I
"l see
her getting_
t' of myself before
ethlng ou
want to make 5?~
she can realize tt.

Stuart says she came to college to provide her daughter with a better life. "When I saw my daughter when she was first born, I wanted to
give her more than I had to offer," Stuart said. " ... I don't want her to have to depend on a man or anybody else besides me or herself."

sleep.
Stuart continues to try in her classes
despite distractions.
"I won't skip because I'm scared the
teachers will notice," she said. "I rn too big a
part of the class."
Stuart's Freshman Seminar professor
Chris George said she adds a different perspective to the class discussions.
In addition to discussions, Stuart differs
from her classmates in her work ethic. Stuart
said she tackles assignments as soon as they
are handed to her.
"Honestly, the difference is she understands she has to do it," George said. '\The
other freshmen) have to still be led by the
hand."
Stuart can't take "care-free" college life
for granted because she has a child.
"I can't go to the parties other college students go to, because I'm a mother and I have
to take care of her," Stuart said.
Her physical well being is also affected by
her dual life - student and mother. Stuart
said she's often running on nothing and can
out . for a recent Western tell she's not eating properly.
Stuart was studytnter daughter thought
"I'll eat cereal, and I'll be so tired," Stuart
ivilization
test,
but
·1
Stuart
rocked
her
to
C
'.
·ng untl
otherwise, cryt

Speaking

Nashville sophomore Tanuveme Ligon, right, has been friends with Stuart since

last semester. Ligon brushes her hair for Stuart to stVte it in Ligon's dorm room.
said. "Sometimes, if you don't get enough
sleep, you'll feel bad."
Sounds like something a mother would

say.
ReachHolla11Ho/ma1feat11res@wkuheroldcom.
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Story Time

Arterburn's story: It's electric
BY BETH SEWELL

Herald reporter
Some students throw a party
when their parents leave for the
weekend. But Scottsville sophomore Andy Arterburn rewires the
entertainment system, again.
Many failed attempts at
rewiring his home have resulted
in the electric company coming
out to correct damage.
He has taken apart televisions,
VCRs, a DVD player and even
satellites in hopes of making them
work better. He has been through
lectures, punishments and a few
minor fires, but he refuses to quit.
"I just always think I can make
the reception better or fix the
satellite fuzziness," Arterburn
said. "I just like fixing stuff and
working with my hands."
His electrical fetish was punished for the last time when
Arterburn, in an attempt to further
the experience of surround sound,
plugged one too many cords into
the wall. Luckily, no one was

WHAT'S YOUR STORY?

Andy Arterburn
injured in the small fire that followed. His parents decided it was
time for him to put his "naturalbom tinkering" to good use.
His parents were sure an electical engineering major was the
creative outlet he needed. Not to
be confused with the electrical
outlet Arterburn stuck his dad's
screwdriver in earlier.
'They were happy that I was
doing all my work in a lab at a
university instead of at home,"
Arterburn said. "I have to admit
though, it's not half as much fun
... or flammable."

His skills were put to the test
when Arterburn was assigned to
build a robotic bug.
When the moment of truth
came, Arterburn literally got his
wires crossed.
"It kept turning right wh~~ its
right sensor felt the wall, so 1t JUSt
kept on running into everything,"
Arterburn said. "My teacher
laughed, but I think I still got the
worst grade in the class."
His rocky start in electrical
engineering often brings laughs to
his old classmates and teachers.
"I'm getting the hang of it
now," Arterburn said. "I'm learning more and more every day.
Now I can build something and
keep it working Jong enough to
make it home."
Each week, Beth picks a random person from the student
directory and calls them to ask
"Whats Your Story?" Her series
runs every Tuesday. Beth can be
reached at features@wkuherald.com.

Student life

Coalition speaks out against war
enne Hohman.
Reader took the floor wearing
a black button with the words
Daniel Reader once worked "Bush Kills" on it and showed a
for U.S. Military Intelligence. He slide show that outlined his
believes that President George W. speech.
Bush's goals and motives are a lot
'The possible reasons that we
like those that Hitler strived for in might go to war with Iraq are that
his time.
Bush is trying to get back at
Reader, a senior from Los Saddam for threatening his daddy,
Angeles, was a guest speaker at we want their oil, and this is one
the "Workshop for Peace" spon- of the first steps ·of our global
sored by the Anti-war Coalition of domination," Reader said.
Bowling Green.
Associate professor of history
About 40 people gathered in Patricia Minter said she feels that
Downing University Center Bush supports a personal vendetThursday to hear a panel of ta and that he is simply trying to
speakers comprised of a Western frighten the American people into
faculty member, two Western stu- supporting an unnecessary war.
dents and a senior from Warren
"Bush was telling us Hussein
East High School.
was going to nuke the mall.
The workshop was organized Doesn't (Hussein) have someto educate people about Bush's thing better to do?" Minter asked.
plan to declare war on Iraq and to
The audience awarded each
serve as a springboard so the speaker with a warm round of
coalition can become a stronger applause and would occasionally
part of the anti-war movement, shout "Peace."
said Louisville freshman CheyPanelist Emily Webb wrote
BY ADRIANE HARDIN

Herald reporter
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her first Jetter to the editor at age
10 and has been voicing her opinions ever since. The Warren East
High School senior said that
because of her activism she is a
minority at her high school.
She said that the coalition
should become more organized
and infollD others about the antiwar movement.
"Speak out and be heard. If
you're afraid, then perhaps terror
has already won," Webb said.
Many people at the workshop
were supporters of the anti-war
coalition.
Holman and others encouraged the audience to make plans
to attend an anti-war protest in
Lexington.
Young people aren't in the
streets protesting the war on Iraq
because they don't believe that
they will be drafted, Minter said.
Reach Adriane Hardin at
features@wkuherald.com.
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Legislation
Passed through Congress:
• Bill-02-03-F Comment Cards
SGA bought 4x6 index cards tu place by suggestion
boxes and information tables to get student
feedback about different issues.
• Bill-02-04-F Volleyball Court
SGA will purchase materials to fix up th volleyball court
in the Valley in front of Gilbert Hall.

Up for Second reading:
(Will be discussed at next meeting 10/22/02)

Forum
SGA will be working with Dining Services to fix problems discovered at our Dining Forum held on
Thursday, October 17. Look in the Herald for the date
and topic of our next forum.

Homecoming 2002
SGA plays a huge role in Homecoming here on the
Hill. We help set rules for the Queen Election and
are also in charge of the float competition. This
year SGA has extended the times to vote for homecoming queen. The new hours are Tuesday and
Wednesday from 8 a.m. - Sp.m. on TopNet.

Academics
• Resolution-02-04-F Support of Election Day
SGA recommends that Election Day is a yearly
holiday for students.
• Bill-02-05-F Recycling Program
SGA will sponsor a campus-wide paper recycling
program in all residence halls.
BROUGHT TO YOU BY:

.......

Wcsifm K,•htucky University·~

STl/DEN f"G0VERNMEN r AS'iOCIATION

The American Society of Civil Engineers was named
the Student Chapter of the Year in Kentucky for the
2 nd straight year. Congratulations!

Join Us!
We only have a few positions left on SGA's Congress.
Join the other 60+ students on campus and make a
difference.
If you have any concerns or want to get involved with
SGA contact us at sga@wku.edu or call 745-4354.
www.wku.edu/sga

-----------------------------~------------

"We're all tempted b
,, Ed~vard linsmier/Herald
temporarily homeles/,:ate_rl~lls~, said Marvin Potocki, a
said he was evicted rec an hvmg in ~owling Green. Potocki
plications from cance entl~ from his apartment after comr prohibited him from working.

SHANTnowN: "I'm
very distraught now"
CONTINUED FRO~ fRn, Par.

Ed,mnl l.111111111•r/l lerald
Crossing College Street, Marvin Potocki heads to Baker Boys for a drink Saturday night. Potocki has been a ble to fi nd
shelter with friends when the weather is cold or wet. If he can't find a friend to stay with, Potocki sleeps on the streets.

Louisville
senior Amy
Nic hter said events like
Shantytown are positive for
college students.
"So many of us in college
don' t realize that there are people who really do live in the
streets," Nichter said.

clipped northern accent. "But
then it burned down with all my
stuff inside. I lost a lot."
Originally from Utica, N.Y.,
Potocki, 56, said he has no family in Kentucky. Most of his
friends aren't around anymore.
He has slept in odd places Potocki's reality
a friend 's couch. the woods, a
"A couple of months ago, I vacant lot, an old camper.
At the beginning of the
was paying $200 a month for an
apartment," Potocki said in his month, Potocki 's friend, Bill
Johnson of Bowling Green, let
him move into his one-bedroom
apartment in exchange for some
rent and a little work.
On Friday night, Johnson
and Potocki found the mselves
out on the streets once again.
$500 Reward for information that leads
"I'm very distraught now,"
to conviction of person or persons who
Potocki said. " I had my rent
damaged a 1988 Blue Mustang
paid and the food stamps were
in
the apartment. The friends
Convertible parked on the 6th floor of
I' ve stayed with before aren't
the Parking Structure.The vandalism
around, so I don' t I have a place
occured on October 11 , 2002.
to stay. I don't know what the
hell I' m gonna do."

time, they wanned their hands at
the fire. and snuggled in the1r
•
maleesh1ft cardboard shelters.
Heather Crawford, coordinator for Housing and Residence
Life, organized Shantytown. She
was elated with the outcome.
" We raised over $700,"
Crawford _said. " We're very
pleased with how everything
went."

$500 REWRRD

If you have ANY information,
please call: 1-800-815-4476

Downward spiral
Potocki said his problems
started while driving taxis in
New York City for eight years.

During that time, he said he
wrote music and played in rock
' n' roll bands.
"I played with Steven Tyler
a couple of times," Potocki
said. "I became a casual user of
drugs when I played in rock
bands like that. You try to relive
those moments of the past and
then you' re disappointed. You
just get depressed. You say, 'the
next time it' ll make me happy.'
It's a never ending cycle. They
always let you down."
While in New York City,
Potocki was diagnosed with
depressed schizophrenia. He
blamed the breakdown on the
stress of driving cabs.
Potocki went into a mental
hospital for four months and
then moved to Rochester, N.Y.,
where he lived in a group home
for seven years.
" I felt like I had gotten
things back together, so I
moved back to New York in
1991 and tried to drive cabs, but
everything had changed,"
Potocki said. "So I migrated to
Nashville and thought I'd play
some music."

When the music business
didn't work out, Potocki found
himself in a mission home and
ready to head back to New
York.
"I hitched a ride here and got
a job at McDonald's on my way
North," he said. "I ended up in
the fast food industry for a
while and learned to cook real
good. I got seven raises while I
was working. Then I got cancer."
Potocki said he's been on
disability since January 200 I,
but it took six months before he
was able to receive benefits
after not being able to work.
"You can see how circumstances can cause you to he
homeless all of the sudden," he
said. "Everything fell apart just
by inordinate circumstances. It
j ust ended up in a big mess. Not
because of anything I did.''
Potocki acknowledges that
his mental condition and drug
usage have caused him hardships.
"Some times (depression)
leads me to make the wrong
decisions," he said. "You tend

to make decisions to get you
out of )our depressed mood."
He said drug ha, e made 1t
difficult foe furn to fu nction m
society at tm1e .

Hope for the problem
Although he said Shantytown 1\lt'I an accurate representation of homclessnc s, he said
it is a step in the nght direction.
" It\ a prohlem that need to
be addressed," he said. 'There
should be a place. a way and ,1
means to get people back on
their feet, no matter what the
cause is. They mentally fall
apart because of all the strife.
The) can't keep it together in
this fast-paced world. Society
just beats them dm, n. It\ all
based on competition."
After the World Series game
ended Saturday night, Potocki
broke another filter off his cigarette and lit it hefore leaving the
har.
He wasn't !'lure where he
would sleep that night.
Reach Jav Lire/\- at
fcat11res@: wk11herald.co111.
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AoomoNs:

Selig says move strengthens league

CONTINUED fROM BACK PAGE

of the conference for the long-term, though,
Western may still never play them in the regular season.
Selig outlined a situation that would create
western, central and eastern divisions within
the conference. He said he isn't concerned th~t
the Sun Belt is becoming like the far flung
Conference USA, in that ''the only thing its
member institutions have in common are budget problems."
"No, because I think we'll be smart," Selig
said. "Even if we've got those league members for the next 10 years, it's still a positive
move. We can get creative to where we have
less travel cost than we do now. No matter
what, this is a positive move."
It also sets up another intriguing possibility: Western playing Division I football. While
it's not in the near future, the move could happen somewhere down the road.
Selig agreed it may be a logical step
toward Western's continuing pursuit of
national recognition.
"First, regardless of whether or not there
are future league swaps to be made, what (the
addition of Idaho and Utah State) does is
establish the Sun Belt Conference as a I-A

Herald reporter
As he stood in the team bus,
David Holmes watched his
team's captain rescue the squad
and maybe its season.
Senior midfielder
Ben
Buerger crushed a shot past Tulsa
goalkeeper Brent Salter in the
14th minute of overtime, giving
Western's men's soccer team (78-1, 1-5 MVC) a 2-1 victory.
'Tulsa is another good team,"
said Holmes, Western's coach. "It
was a very important game for
us."
It was Buerger's second overtime winner of the season - this
one keeping Western's postseason hopes alive. The win over
Tulsa (9-6, 3-3) was the Toppers'
first in Missouri Valley
Conference play this year.
"It was a big gut check for us,"
freshman
defender
Clay
McMillan said. "We knew we

· · ·Swimming

0

0

0

0

0
0

0
The Sun Belt could soon
stretch from Miami to Idaho,
3,124 miles apart. Western is
2,197 miles from Idaho and
1,638 miles from Utah St.

football playing league nationally," Selig said.
"I think I-A leagues have greater visibility and
exposure on a year-round basis."
And Selig said while no plans are in place
now for Western to make the jump from I-AA
and its Gateway Football Conference affiliation, its membership in the Sun Belt in all other
sports makes that a more viable possibility.

graphic by Michael Hutzel
Source: www.sunbeltsports.org

0

'"The most immediate benefit is that we
will have a league affiliation that many teams
that jump to I-A have trouble finding," Selig
said. ''We'd get in an already existing league,
so the chances of us being accommodated are
greater."

0

Reach Kyle Tucker at sports@wkuherald.com

needed a win and going into the
first overtime, the team was really emotional, and we knew we
were going to go and score."
Holmes was relegated to the
team bus after being red carded
earlier in the game.
It came after McMillan was
tackled hard by a Tulsa player and
the coach sprinted onto the field
to voice his disapproval that no
card was given for the blow.
"I protested a little vociferously," Holmes said. "I'm concerned
about our players, and that is why
I reacted the way I did."
So he watched through the bus
.windows as his team got a win
that puts it in a tie for eighth in the
Misspuri Valley. Only eight of the
10 teams qualify for the conference tournament
"I think that we are maturing,"
Holmes said. "And I think that
there are still some good
moments ahead of us this season.
We are trying to qualify for the

conference tournament."
The Toppers had lost their first
five conference games and were
trailing the Golden Hurricanes 10 at the half.
Freshman forward Steven
Medlock put away the equalizer
in the 54th minute, setting up
Western's fifth overtime of the
season.
Just 26 hours earlier, Western
played No. 5 Southern Methodist
(12-1-2, 5-0-1).
The Toppers played another
close game but lost 1-0 - the
third one-goal loss in as many
tries against ranked opponents
this season.
'"That was probably our best
defensive effort of the year,"
Holmes said.
Western was led by junior
goalkeeper Daryl Sattler, who is
leading the conference in saves
with 96. Despite another close
loss, the Toppers weren't hanging
their heads.
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Women run well
at Pre-NCAA,
minus some shoes

BY JOSH BUCKMAN

BY ADAM EADENS

Herald reporter

Herald reporter

Most people consider the Kentucky Relays
an exhibition. Don't tell that to Western's swimming team.
The men's and women's teams finished second overall and placed either first or second in
25 events.
"We had a lot of good swims," men's team
captain Gord Veldman said. "I thought we did
really well considering all the training we did
last week."
The men's team won four of 13 events, and
finished second in the other nine. The
Hilltoppers won the 150- and 300-yard backstroke with a trio of Gord Veldman, Nick Bracco
and Greg Strickler posting times of 1: 10.15 and
2:34.05. During the 300 backstroke, Veldman
swam an impressive split in 48.4 seconds.
A team made up of Chad Waits, Jay Smith
and Ryan Crosby won the 300-yard butterfly in
2:33.78. Veldman and Crosby also teamed with
Charlie Knight and Jerrod Janes to win the 200yard medley relay. No time was available
because the clock wasn't working during the
event.
Overall, the team finished with a score of
146, eight points behind Kentucky. Other scores
included Transylvania with 86, Cumberland
College 54, Centre 18 and Asbury 16.
On the women's side, a combination of
Jordan Beck, Carol Brown and Meredith
Mountjoy won the 300-yard butterfly in 2:58.96
seconds. The race was tight, but with 10 yards
to go, anchor Mountjoy pulled ahead to give the
Lady Toppers the win.
"I felt ... pretty good going in," Mountjoy
said. "We represented Western very well. It felt
good to beat an SEC team like Kentucky (in that
event)."
The women's team finished second in 11
other races and accumulated 124 points for the
meet. Kentucky won the meet with 178 points,
followed by Western, then Translyvania with
94, Cumberland College 72, Centre 50 and
Asbury 8.
This week the women's team travels to Las
Cruces, N.M., for the Sun Belt Conference Fall
Classic, while the men get an extra week of
practice. The Lady Toppers will get a first-hand
look at conference favorite New Mexico State.
They'll also face tough competition from North
Texas and Air Force.

Seven women from Western lined up for the start
of Saturday's Pre-NCAA meet in Terre Haute, Ind.
Seven finished. But with only 11 shoes among
them.
"Someone spiked the back of my shoe," sophomore Cara Nichols said.
Her heel popped out of the shoe, and she was
passed left and right as she struggled to put itback on.
Nichols gave up on it.
"I ran the last two-and-a-half miles of the race
with one shoe," Nichols said.
While she was hampered by the two-socks-andone-shoe situation, she still managed to run a personal best time of 22:00 in the 6K.
Junior Bonita Paul set an all-time school record in
the 6K with a time of21:13, finishing 29th in the race.
She ran barefoot for the second week in a row.
Seventy-five of the best women's teams in the
country were divided into two divisions for the race.
Western placed 28th of 37 in its division, six places
higher than conference foe Arkansas-Little Rock.
The race was the largest and most competitive of
the season. It was also their first time to run in consecutive weeks this fall. They'll look to give their
legs a break this week and prepare for the Sun Belt
Conference Championship on Nov. 4.
Two weeks ago, it was famine for the men. Last
week it was feast. Over the weekend, they found
themselves somewhere in between.
''We've been kind of like the stock market," coach
Curtiss Long said. 'The bottom dropped out of the
market at Notre Dame, and then we came back and
ran very well (at Pre-District).
'"This week we gave back a few of those gains and
had mixed results."
Western's men did not run in either of the seeded
races this Saturday, instead running in the open division. The team finished 11th of 24 teams.
"It worked out pretty well for us," Long said.
'"The race went pretty fast, not quite as fast as the
other two sections."
Junior Enda Grandfield ran a career best 8K time
of 25: 12, finishing third in the open division.
The men's team has run three difficult races in
consecutive weeks. Long is seeing the fruits of that
labor with two freshmen stepping up Saturday.
Freshman Kevin Dick finished third on the team,
98th overall, while redshirt freshman Ryan Howell
finished fourth on the team and 102nd overall.
The men will have a much appreciated two weeks
off before their next race, the Sun Belt Conference
Championship Nov. 4 in Denton, Texas.

Reach Josh Buckman at sports@wkuherald.com

Reach Adam Eadens at sports@wkuherald.com
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"We didn't get frustrated,"
Holmes said. '"The coaches
stayed upbeat and the leaders on
the team stayed upbeat, and that
really helped us on Sunday."
With three games against three
of the conference's bottom-tier
teams remaining, Holmes said
Western still needs two wins to
make the conference tournament.
"We really need to beat
Evansville on Friday," Holmes
said. "And then we will need to
win one of our last two. In this
league, any team can beat anybody, and it is a really tough
league from top to bottom."
McMillan said that after
Sunday's win, he thinks that the
Toppers can get the two they
need.
"It is a very reachable goal,"
he said. "Evansville is going to be
a big game on Friday."
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Holmes watches overtime win from team bus
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~?,~~~~.~ . p~ichael, defense lead Tops

"We all know that Maslowski can play the posiwith a smile and a pat on the b k
tion," said Chandler, who picked off his team-JeadMaslowski was fillin · ~ ac ·
ing fifth interception in the second quarter. "It was~teri?r c_ruciate ligame~:~as~rRiandy, who t~~ his n't like it was a big adjustment for us."
will sidelme him indefinite! In th
esday. Th~ lil.Jl:11)'
But after an interception by senior quarterback
Maslowski's time to show
h e meantime, it's Jason Michael set up a one-yard scoring run by SMS
"When we first got t0 thw1 t e can do.
senior tailback Eddie Linscomb, the winning streak
tle jittery," Maslowski sai~ ~'Bker room 1 was a lit- looked fragile.
time everuth;_
. ut by the
:1uw,g Started I was fine"
On the next SMS offensive series,
On its way to a third strai ht •
sophomore linebacker Charles Thompson
W~tern (5-3, 3-1 Gateway) usect\
came through with a sack on second-andnatJ.ng
defense
anchored
b
th
eight from the 17-yard line, forcing the
fill in
d
.
Y e capable
- - an ~nststent offense to hand
Bears to punt two plays later.
SMS (3-5, 04) its foUrth conference loss in Check the Web at
"I knew I had to step up and be the

t

d:;:I~

(7

a row.
www.wkuherakl.com leader of this team," Thompson said. "I
. ''To '?0 me on the road and have to travel for Kyle Hightower's wasn't going to let nothing keep me
eight, ~e hours and get off the bus and
take on Western
down."
play a~am~t a talented team like this and puttingtogetherthe
That play turned the game's momenthen wm, is _rewarding," head coach'Jack
puzzle to make a tum. Seven plays and 50 yards later, the
Harbaugh
said.
u·ed the g1 ame at ''7. Michael
Th
run at the Gateway o"'ense
u,
e Toppe~ defense had Bear junior
crown,
banged his way in from 14 ~~ out by
quarterback Micha~! White scrambling for
steamrolling junior safety Daryl Warren
roo~ all day. And it led to five sacks and an interlike a bowling pin. The quarte¢ack filled
~ptl~n. Western held the Bears to 225 total yards the stat sheet with 184 yards of total offense.
with Just 34 on the ground. Maslowski contributed
Michael scored again on the ground and threw a
seven tackles, a sack, a forced fumble and fumbl
40-yard touchdown pass to senior wide receiver
recovery.
a
e Jerome Reaves. With that, the rout was on. The strike
'Th
,
. ere wasn t any question Karl Maslowski was to Reaves was the first time a Western receiver
gomg to. play well," Harbaugh said. "Karl scored a touchdown in consecutive games since
Maslowski ts one of our most solid players.... On Alan Ogletree in November of 1999.
most Gateway Conference teams, Karl Maslowski
Senior running back Jon Frazier continued to pile
p~ay and play a lot of excellent, excellent foot- on rushing yards with his fourth game of 100 yards
or more. He finished with 146 yards and a touch!unior comerback Jeremy Chandler said the down on 23 carries.
entlre _te~ knew what to expect from Maslowski
In their five wins, the Toppers are averaging 35
and d1~n t worry about Dandy - who leads the points, while in the three losses they scored a total of
team with 90 tackles - being gone.
16 points.

;~r,~

Senior quarterback Jason Michael, right, is pushed out of bounds by
State sophomore linebacker Tim Meyer during the fourth quarter of~

"We've remedied some of the problems we had
earlier," Harbaugh said. "And we're beginning to
establish who we are as an offensive football team."
After losing their first conference game at home,
the Toppers appear to be in line for the Gateway
Championship if they can win their last three games.
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PEACE CORPS!
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schedule is Oct. 17. Applicmt must bring a
JYWW,»effft&Pf'INm'. • completed applia.tion to interview.

Sculpture Nails • Acrylic Nmb •
Airbrush Design • China Silk
Wrap • Gel Nails • Manicure •
Pedicure

Free Frfnc4
manicure ·witti a
full set or filling.
1559 31-W By Pass
Plaza Shopping Center
Mon-Sat 8am-7pm
Closed Sunday
842-8807

"'-

SPRINCi BREAK

...................
Great deal 2 bdrm. apt.
$350/mo. Lease and deposit
required 846-2397.

·············•·····

Western Place Apartments
Minutes From Campus!
4 bdrm- 4 bath $320 & $330
per month/ per person.
(Includes Utilities & C~ble)
Lease & Deposit Required
www.theplacetolive.com
781-5600

...................

Early Specials! Spring Break
Bahamas Party Cruise!
5 days $299! Include Meals,
Parties! Awesome Beaches,
Nightlife! Departs From
Florida!
Get Group- Go Free!!
springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386

...................

Early Spring Break Specials!
Cancun & Jamaica From
$429! Free Breakfast, Dinners
& Drinks! Award Winning
FREE UTILITIES!! & Minutes
Company! Group Leaders
to campus. New carpet, private
Free! Florida
laundry huge pool. 1 bdrm
Vacations from $149!
$459 . 2 bdrm $549 all utilities
springbreaktravel.com
incl:ded. Call now 781-5471.
1-800-678-6386

···················

•···•··············
Only one 4 bdrm left!

Adjacent to campu~.
All appliances including
washer & dryer. CALL
SIMS REALTY. 842-7919 ·

··•··•••·•·········
Close to
campus 1 bdrm. apt.
$275-$300 month. Lease and
deposit required 846-2397 ·

··•···············•

1 bdrm apt. at 123 E. 11th.
Washer/dryer included, ~~r~
wood floors $275 plus ut11Jt1es.
3 bdrm. at St. James Ap_~·
1133 Chestnut, some ut1·1It'es
'd $575/mo.781-8307

pal ,

•••••

...................

SPRIN( 1 BREAK

MISC

...................

...................

*** ACT NOW! Guarantee WKU Women's Basketball is
the best spring break prices!
looking for male students to
practice against. Applicants
South Padre, Cancun,
must be enrolled full-time at
Jamaica, Bahamas, Acapulco,
WKU and possess knowledge
Florida & Mardigras.
& skills of the game.
TRAVEL FREE, lteps Needed,
Attendance is required @ all
EARN$$$.
practices. Mon., Wed., Fri.,
Group Discounts for 6+.
& Sat. from l -4pm; Tues.
1-888-THINKSUN
& Thurs. from 3:45- 6:45pm.
(J-888-844-6478 dept 2626) /
www.springbreakdiscounts.com If interested, please call Brian
@ (270)745-6574.
Spring Break 2003 with STS
Don't waste time or money
America's #1 Student Tour
putting up fliers. Buy & sell
Operator. Sell Trips
your books and other
earn cash Travel Free.
items all in one place.
Infonnation/Reservations
www.mybooks4sale.com
1-800-648-4849 or
for WKU students by
www.ststravel.com
a WKU student.

...................

...................

...................

SPRING BREAK '03 with

...................

www.wkuherald.com

...................

StudentCity.com! Air, Hotel,
FREE FOOD & DRINKS
and 150% Lowest
Price Guarantee!
REPS WANTED! Earn
2 FREE TRIPS, VIP
treatment & cash!
Call 1-800-293-1445 or email
sales@studentcity.com !

HELP WANTED

...................

Get Paid For Your Opinions!
Earn $15-$125 and
more per survey!
www.dollars4opinions.com

····•··········•···

...................

#l Spring Break Vacati~ns!

Bartending Trainees
needed. $250/day
potential. Local positions
1-800-293-3985 ext 214.

l l 0% Best Prices! Mexico,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida,
Texas. Book Now &
Receive Free
Parties & Meals.
Campus Reps Wanted!
1-800-234-7007
endlesssummertours.com

...................

HELP WANTED
BIG BROTHERS
BIG SlSTERS
1s seeking a highly organized
indivioual

10

serve as a

Part-time Fundralslnl(
Coordinator

for its annual fundraising event,
Bowl For Kids' Sake.
Public Relations. marketing
or related maJors arc
encouraged to apply.
Flexible schedule typically
Monday - Friday 8pm -Spm
Available immediately.

your chancel
ucl<y Knights

Tt.C"m ,s look,ng
ers On Oct 31
err KY Knights

39 College St.
ken Bu,ld,ng
7 45P,m
~f',~1=11•~ ,II be Ser-led

' rmat1on coll·
f- 9044

f>lea~e call 781-1180 Or stop by our
office al 716 E:asl 101h Avcnu~

Golden Hlodt'
in the Greenwood Mall carries a H 11/
martial arts supplies, selfdefren.,( pto
/ectable & brand name kniws. aU ti/is
piercing andj 11c

Seasonal with possible p1. 1 um<;
We have 2 day (10-4) & s< m
hours) positions open. One cxpc11
in our thriving inline store, & o
person in our newly opened JC\ 1.
Golden Blade for an appli~t

(\ ariqus
'>(\lcs person

need sctlcs
top by
82-7090
t

Get a Job! --=--==t

=th"""l
e

2002 Caree
@

Fair

WKU South C m us
TODAY 1-Spm

Larg;•;;;;;;;;t! _3 bdrm&
Bartenders needed.
l 1/2 baths. Large kitchen
No experience necessary.
living room combo.
•Check out the Career Exp
Earn up to $300
Dishwasher, wUsb;-a:/z.:r.
Section for a listing of co
a day. Call
<;lose to WK$5.00/mo. plus
• ••••• •••• ••• •••
msbed. Rent
U GOING?
•
•
1-866-291-1884 ext.232.
deposit. for mor~
1WKU ARE YO
·
•
•
information call.
GO DIRECT! WHOLESALE
•
VOTE for your •
••
.
Full-time lawn specialists
(270) 843-8722 or
Spring Break packages'·
homecoming
••
843-6019
wanted for 2003 Season
70)
(2
st
Lowe groupd'
.
•• queen! TODAY & ••
Tram
· mg
· Benefits •
••••••••••••• ••••••
l
l
th
antee
rates guar
·
3E
12
1 bdrm apt. ~t ded hardwww.springbreakDIRECT.com
TOMORROW
Apply in person at
Washer/dry$ f{~ius ~tilities.
_
_
_1252
•
10am-10pm
•
400
Center St. 9:00-4:00
1 800 367
wood floors 2 es Apts. 1133
•
•
Monday thru Friday.
3 bdrm. at St. Jam tilities paid.
•••••••••••••••••..
Chestnut.
Some78ul-8307
- - - - - - - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -- - - - - - - - -- - -- - -- -- - -- - -$575/mo.

···················

Special
anies.

...................

!

!

! ••••••••••••••!

·•····•••··••••••·•

·········•········•
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Notable
• It is 1,638 miles and more than
a 28-hour drive from Bowling
Green to new Sun Belt member
Utah State. It '.S' 2,197 miles from
here to soon-to-join Idaho.

Sports editor Kyle Tucker:
sports@wkuherald.com
Photo editor Andreas Fuhrmann:
photo@wkuherald.com
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Women's basketball

Sun Belt

Lady Tops

Conference
adding Idaho
and Utah St.
'

get $175K

donation
BY MAI HOANG

Additions could mean team swaps
or league divisions

Herald reporter
Belle and Mike Hunt have attended every
Lady Topper home basketball game and almost
every away game for several years.
They have supported the program financially in the past. But yesterday, the couple
announced they would be giving a $175,000
gift to the the Lady Topper Basketball
Enhancement Fund. The money will be used for
program needs, including recruitment, scholarships, travel and staff development.
The Hunt gift has helped the fund pass the
halfway point of its $500,000 goal.
Tom Hiles, vice president for Institutional
Advancement, said yesterday the donation was
one of the larger gifts given to any women's
sports program in the country.
'1t was an opportunity for them and several
other key donors to provide a vote of confidence in the program - and help return the program to national prominence," he said.
Hiles said he hopes the enhancement fund's
goal can be reached by the end of the academic
year, if not by the end of basketball season.
Although the Hunts are fans of men's basketball, the Lady Toppers are their first love,
Belle Hunt said.
'Toe men's program gets more financial
support, so we decided to help out the Lady
Toppers," she said.
I
Athletics Director Wood Selig is taking
notice. He says the donation will be a sterp. shot
in the arm for Coach Mary Taylor Cowles.
'This will help provide a margin of excellence and a great likelihood to return the Lady
Topper program to one of the country's finer
programs," he said. " ... Most important about
this is when we hired Mary Taylor Cowles, we
promised her that we'd fund her program
beyond what the current state allocations would
allow."
Belle Hunt said she became a Lady Topper
basketball fan after watching practice in 1980.
Her husband, Mike, didn't become a fan
until watching a 1992 Western-Maryland game
during the NCAA Regional Tournament. The
Lady Toppers were national runners-up that
year. Since then, he has been a hardcore fan.
Although he lives in Murfreesboro, Tenn., he
drives up for every home game.
"He's an extremely loyal fan," Belle Hunt
said. "He loves those girls."
Now that Belle Hunt has retired from teaching, she said it has allowed more time for the
couple to work out their schedules and attend as
many Lady Topper games as possible.
"It's a nice way of life," she said.

BY KYLE TUCKER

Herald reporter

photos by H, Rick Mach/Herald
Junior cornerback Jeremy Chandler dives in an unsuccessful interception attempt during
the second quarter of Saturday's game at Southwest Missouri State.

Tops' season soaring
Blowout over SWMS has Western tied for first in Gateway
BY KEITH FARNER

Herald reporter
SPRINGFIELD, Mo, After junior linebacker Karl
Maslowski picked up his first
sack of the season in the second
quarter of Saturday's 31-7 win
over Southwest Missouri State,
the first person to celebrate was
injured junior linebacker Erik
Dandy.
Immediately after Maslowski
got up off the turf, Dandy started
clapping, and when Maslowski
hit the sideline, Dandy met him
SEE SOARING PAGE 11

Senior outside linebacker Jon Drummond, left, and junior
defensive lineman Kinnus Paul celebrate in the fourth quarter.

Travis Hudson thought Sun Belt
Conference meant warm-weather competition.
Don't look now, but Idaho and Utah State are
adding to a compelling argument against that.
Utah State accepted all-sports admittance
into the Sun Belt Friday - football next year
and all other sports in 2004-05. Football member Idaho is apparently next in line to be a fullblown participant, as the Sun Belt is creeping
toward a coast-to-coast configuration.
Last year, traveling to then-westernmost
Sun Belt foes Denver and New Mexico State,
Hudson and his Lady Topper volleyball team
missed a flight, got stranded in New Mexico
for a night and lost some luggage on the trip
back to Bowling Green. The trip was not only
expensive, but exhaustive.
"It's good to be home," Hudson said a year
ago, wearing a mask of stubble made possible
by the razor that ran away at the airport.
But in all likelihood, neither Hudson nor his
colleagues in Western athletics will ever have
to take their teams across the country to compete in the land of potatoes or the Beehive
State.
According to Western Athletics Director
Wood Selig, a team-swap may be in the near
future. Selig's scenario would see the Sun Belt
unload Denver, NMSU, Idaho and Utah State
in favor of Tulsa, Rice, Southern Methodist
and Louisiana Tech in a deal with the
Mountain West and Western Athletic conferences.
"We may or may not ever see (Utah State
and Idaho)," Selig said, "depending on what
happens with conference alignment across the
country, as well as within our own league."
He said there is no timetable on the potential swap, and no guarantee that it will happen.
But the acquisition of Idaho and Utah State
puts the Sun Belt in good position if other conferences want to talk trades,
"We're in a pretty good power position to
negotiate, or discuss swap options with the
WAC and the Mountain West," Selig said. "I
think we're strengthening our league's position nationally to become a player in future
affiliation configurations."
He said if the teams in the west remain part

Su

Reach Mai Hoang at news@wkuherald.com
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"Wt, didn't do the things we needed to do. " -
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Coach Jason Neidell

Lady Tops return from rough road trip with one loss, unsatisfying win
BY JAY LIVELY

Herald reporter
Western split its second road trip in as many
weeks, losing 2-0 to Sun Belt Conference rival
Middle Tennessee on Friday before winning by
the same margin against non-conference opponent Alabama A&M Sunday.
This time, though, the win - which came
with four starters out of the line-up - didn't satisfy the Lady Toppers.
After Middle Tennessee scored its first goal in
the first half, Western was never able to answer,
being held scoreless, despite controlling the ball
for most of the game,
"We didn't play with enough intensity to win
the game," Coach Jason Neidell said. 'There was
no sense of urgency. We didn't do the things we
needed to do,"

Western held Middle Tennessee scoreless in
the second half until the Lady Raiders scored
their second goal in the final 20 seconds of the
match.
Sophomore defender Betsy Duncan said the
team didn't come ready to play.
''We just weren't prepared," Duncan said,
''We waited until the last 15 minutes to start playing, and it was just too late. Our heads weren't in
it."
After the 2-0 win in Huntsville, Ala,, on
Sun~y. players and coaches were happy to salvage an otherwise disappointing weekend.
''We played without four of our starters, but
we hung tough," Neidell said. ''We got a shutout
win on the road."
Western set the tone early when sophomore
forward Kelly Frericks scored on an assist from
Jocelyn Roach six minutes into the game.

"Jocelyn Roach had a beautiful cross, and I
brought it down to my feet and just placed it,"
Frericks said.
Western scored again in the second half when
a loose ball ricocheted off freshman forward Kim
Warren for her seventh goal of the season,
The Lady Toppers' hopes of securing second
or third place in the conference standings are in
jeopardy after their visit to the Lady Raiders.
While Denver boasts a perfect conference
record, North Texas improved its record to 5-2,
dropping Western to third with a couple of other
teams hot on the trail - vying with the Lady
Toppers for second and third seeds in the Sun
Belt Tournament.
'Things are really up in the air right now,"
Neidell said. "It's anybody's spot"

Reach Jay Lively at sports@wkuherald.com,

Freshman
forward Lauren
WIison takes
down Middle
Tennessee
defender Sheri
Robbins during
the game
Friday afternoon at MTSU.

photo by
Joshua Brown
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